City of Greater Sudbury is liberated with
Dell XC Nutanix Platform for Data Centre
& Water Plant SCADA
Dell XC Reduces Datacenter Footprint 6:1, Saves $600,000
in capital budget, Reduces IT Costs, Simplifies Storage
Management & Improves SCADA
Background

Industry

The City of Greater Sudbury (CGS) is the most populated City in Northern
Ontario, with approximately 162,000 citizens calling the municipality home.
The CGS provides a wide variety of essential services to its residents. In
doing so, the City relies heavily on its IT infrastructure to help sustain these
vital services. The infrastructure in which the CGS was hosting its
applications was proving challenging to manage and scale. This
unfortunately resulted in them extending themselves towards unreliability.
A key hurdle the CGS constantly had to surmount was its legacy
technology. The City’s 300+ virtual machines (VMs) were communicating
with storage through a blade chassis via iSCSI & FC. The tier-3 design was
causing the virtual workloads to bottleneck with storage. “This led to
performance problems, forcing IT staff to spend up to 40% of their time
troubleshooting the issue”, noted Jim Dolson, the Manager of Hardware &
Technology, for the City of Greater Sudbury. With a growing reliance on VMs
a change in approach to storage management was required.
To make matters worse, staff were unsure if the bottlenecking was taking
place in the SAN, the disk pools, or the operating systems themselves. The
CGS was also facing increased equipment sprawl and power consumption
leveraging traditional SAN upgrades. The CGS needed a vital upgrade and
looked to hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI) to simplify the IT stack and
improve performance.
“We were happy with our Dell server experience and asked Dell for help
with hyper-converged infrastructure using Nutanix” stated Dolson. “Dell highly
recommended their solution provider Zycom Technology, as having deep
expertise in hyper-converged infrastructure”. The CGS then began their
journey in IT transformation with assistance from Zycom Technology to
deploy the Nutanix platform on the Dell XC appliance solution.

Public Sector

Business Needs

Needed to Simplify infrastructure management,
improve application performance, increase
availability of SCADA systems.

Solution

Dell XC Web-scale Converged Appliances
powered by Nutanix.

Benefits

• Saved $600,000 in Capital
• Improved Application Responsiveness 2X to 4X
• 6:1 Reduction in Datacenter Footprint
• Backup jobs completed 78% faster
• 30 to 40% reduction in troubleshooting
• Cost Avoided overbuying capacity
• Improved SCADA resiliency

We had a capital budget
allocated to replace our
servers and SAN. Following
the implementation of Dell XC
Nutanix, we were able to return
$600,000 in unused project
capital back to the Municipality
to be reallocated
Jim Dolson, Manager of Hardware
& Technology, the City of Greater Sudbury
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The Pilot
“Zycom worked with the CGS to size the initial Dell XC Nutanix solution,”
said Dolson. “After being offered an introductory three-node cluster to
minimize our initial investment, the CGS engaged with Zycom to install our
first cluster. Zycom was key in sizing the Dell XC solution, along with the
purchasing, initialization and configuration of the solution. They also provided
knowledge transfer, migration and networking guidance”.
“The initial install from planning of the network to deployment of nodes,
only took a few days and only a few hours of deployment time on-site for Dell
XC,” noted Terry Buchanan, Vice President Technology & General Manager at
Zycom. The rapid deployment of the initial Dell XC nodes allowed the CGS to
get to task testing applications ahead of anticipated schedules.
Compared to the time they used to spend managing their Tier-3 solution,
the Prism Management platform for Nutanix simplified IT operations making
management of the solution easy. After the Pilot ran for three months, IT staff
were very impressed with the efficiency of the Nutanix platform and began
migrating more workloads onto the Dell XC solution. “Due to the simplicity of
the transition, the CGS continues to work closely with Zycom to oversee the
process as we purchase additional nodes,” added Peter Houle, Senior Systems
Administrator, for the City of Greater Sudbury.”

Backup jobs reduced from
36 to less than 8 hrs.

$$$
$600,000 was saved and
reallocated to the capital
budget.

According to Buchanan “Dell XC solutions are built with simplicity in mind.
This has helped the City quickly become self-sufficient with the solution which
is a credit to Jim and Peter, for embracing change. This independence means
they are saving tax payer money on services we see as necessary on
traditional infrastructure.”

Black Magic Experience & Savings
A very welcoming benefit presented itself applying Dell XC Nutanix
appliances to the City’s performance and storage management problem. “The
Nutanix Distributed File System is like Black Magic” notes Houle, “The solution
is giving us so much usable capacity we’ve been able to avoid over
provisioning and purchasing storage”.
The City also enjoys ample processor overhead for future needs. The Black
Magic of the solution also has application owners and end users alike,
reporting 2X and 4X faster application performance since migrating workloads
onto the platform. This occurred after the application developers asked to
move everything onto the platform making adoption easier on IT. Dolson
adding, “Our applications (even older ones), are all experiencing performance
gains.”
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6:1 rack space consolidation
due to high-density solution.
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“We had a capital budget allocated to replace our servers and SAN” stated
Dolson, who got project approval based on experience delivering IT solutions of
similar scale. “Following the implementation of Dell XC with Nutanix, we were
able to return $600,000 in unused project capital back to the municipality to be
reallocated. That is an easy economical win for the City.”
The data center solution replaced the legacy server and storage platform in
less than 21U of cabinet space, versus the 126U the older solution maintained
resulting in a 6:1 reduction in IT footprint. As Dolson noted, “This also reduces
our power requirements and UPS sizing needs further reducing the City’s IT
costs.”

Water Treatment Plants & SCADA
Furthermore, the CGS also has three major water treatment facilities; one
waste treatment plant and two drinking water treatment plants, that are
spread far apart. “Water treatment officials had physical servers on each site
that were responsible for the SCADA monitoring of wells on the network”, said
Houle. “The issue was that if Scada staff lost connection to any of 100+ wells
or lift stations for more than 15 minutes, staff would have to be deployed to
manually oversee the operation of affected sites to ensure correct operation,
taking time and resources away from other tasks” Houle added.
The CGS along with Nutanix and Zycom, came up with a way to deploy a 3node Dell XC Nutanix solution in a stretch cluster, due to the low latency of
fibre links and the SCADA applications very low network traffic requirements.
That solution would see a node at each plant being connected via fibre with
the SCADA application, virtualized and now resilient between plants (i.e., replicated VMs with Nutanix software). Resulting in a viable and secure solution
that can be easily backed up and eliminating down time and dispatch. This
means that should the CGS lose connectivity to a SCADA server that has
remote wells and treatment centers reporting to it, the lost server instance will
migrate to an alternate node at one of the other primary sites. Thus, the City’s
networking and routing capabilities allow the affected remote reporting sites to
continue to be monitored, and SCADA operational visibility is main-tained for
all outside wells and lift stations.

Backups Lightning fast
A key benefit the CGS had not considered from the Dell XC Nutanix platform
was its backup performance. “The platform has also made it possible for the
City to backup all virtual servers, operating systems and data, every single night
to another disk target at lightning speeds,” adds Houle. “Post implementing the
Dell XC solution (and making no changes to the data recovery software
solution) full backups now complete in less than 8 hours versus the previous
36+ hours backup window.”
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About Zycom Technology Inc.

Success
By just under a year, Nutanix at the CGS has gone from initial conception
with 3-nodes of Dell XC to full realization with 15-nodes of HCI. “The
implementation of Dell XC powered by Nutanix software has been a great
success” stated Dolson, reporting that CGS has the right infrastructure for a
fraction of allocated budget it needs to support its current and future
workload requirements.
According to Dolson “It has been a good partnership between the City and
Zycom. Zycom is always working hard for the City of Greater Sudbury’s best
interest. Their team is great to work with and are accountable.”
The CGS is now running their Peoplesoft, File systems, Databases,
Application Servers and GIS Systems on Dell XC. With no more time spent
troubleshooting application performance, the CGS is refocused on value
added services. The next project already underway is using the Nutanix
platform’s built-in asynchronous replication capabilities to further improve
the CGS disaster recovery stance.
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Zycom is a leading Dell EMC Gold Solution
Provider and Nutanix Elite Solution Provider.
Zycom’s focus is on helping companies ‘evolve’
from managing and maintaining existing IT
infrastructure, to enabling business growth
through innovation. Businesses engage with us to
transform their existing IT infrastructure to cloud
ready platforms like Dell XC powered by Nutanix.
This engagement is the result of our unique &
deep HCI experience working with a diverse range
of customers from both large organizations such
as the federal government to small and midmarket companies.
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